Note: The modification I made to my saw includes 2x shrouds:
1. An inner cone that increases the size of the stock dust port and places the air
stream from your dust collector closer to the off-shoot of the blade
2. An outer rectangular shround that covers the gap between the guard and the
cone to divert dust down and back into the air stream.
3. This template provides a basic pattern that should help
you form the inner cone. The rubber drawer liner should
wrap around the stock port and be held in place by it. You may need to trim
the plastic of the stock port to allow for the thickness of the rubber.

Full Size Dewalt 12" Dust
("Inner Cone") Shroud
Pattern:
Print on 11 x 17 paper or
2x Pages 8.5 x 11 at full scale
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WOODWORKING PLANS
PROJECT: MITER SAW MOD
Additional Resources

See the Build video or check out ways to Maximize your Shop space on my Websites:
My Website
My Youtube Channel
My Instagram
Find out about Unlimited Plans on Patreon
All of my plans are available on Etsy

Other Plans for Maximizing Your Shop:
My Shop’s Mobile Base:

My Mobile Tool Wall:

My Planer Mount:

My Dust Collection Set-Up:

Disclaimer: Your business is important to me and I really appreciate you choosing to use these plans! You are helping me to do what I
love and I hope I’m helping you to Maximize your Shop! Woodworking is inherently dangerous; every user of these plans must ensure
they are trained and follow property safety procedures for each tool used and operation performed. Benchtop Woodworks and its
associates assume no liability for any activity or injury that might result from the use of machines, improper construction of projects, or
the use of the resulting projects. By using these plans, you agree to assume all responsibility for your actions and release Benchtop
Woodworks and all related persons from any liability related to this information, and any activities associated with the use of these
plans.
I want to provide the best plans possible for you, please provide feedback on my website or directly to me at
benchtopwoodworks@gmail.com. If you find any errors in these plans, please let me know so that I can correct them for others. I want
you to be fully satisfied with your purchase, please let me know how I can help.
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